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Presentation at a Glance
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Introduction
A little bit of information about me, my 

experience and my role at HCSC

Emerging Framework
How we are organizing our efforts to drive 

customer experience thinking across the 

organization

The Case for Change
Why customer experience is an important 

area of focus for HCSC and other health plans

Adding Structure
Our work to bring multiple sources of customer 

feedback together in a meaningful way

Initial Work
Output of our initial exploration of the 

customer experience and its importance in 

building a foundation



Speaker Bio



The Case for Change
How Low Can We Go?
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The Unanimous Verdict

Title Goes Here
There are many variations 

passages lorem available

Title Goes Here
There are many variations 

passages lorem available

Title Goes Here
There are many variations 

passages lorem available

Industry average            Individual company score

Very poor Poor OK Good Excellent

Banks

Digital-only retailers

Auto and home insurance providers

Investment firms

Credit card providers

Wireless service providers

Auto manufacturers

Hotels 

Traditional retailers (stores anddigital)

Mobile device manufacturers

PC manufacturers

Parcel shipping/delivery providers

Rental car providers

Health insurance providers

Airlines

TV service providers

Internet service providers

US federal government agencies

Base: 45,320 US online adult customers (ages 18+) of at least one industry who

interacted with that industry within the past 12 months
(bases vary by industry)

Source: Forrester’sCustomer Experience Index Online Survey, US Consumers Q3 2015



Start with a Moment
Bring the Outside-In Perspective to Life



Critical Moments in the Consumer Experience
When do our members need us?

A

I	think	I	need	
insurance

C

I	want	to	
understand	the	

care

B

I	just	bought	
insurance

D

I	have	a	
medical	

decision	to	
make

E

I	need	
immediate	care
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The Employer Experience
How easy are we do to business with?
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Carrier and Plan Selection

Implementation

Renewal Process

Open Enrollment

Plan Administration and Reporting

I want products that help 
me meet or exceed my 
business goals.

I want to be 
confident that 
things are being 
done accurately 
and on time.

I need my employees to 
understand their options, 
make their decisions and be 
satisfied.

I need information that helps me forecast medical expenses more accurately and get ahead 
of high cost situations.

I want to be sure 
that I met my goals 
and be confident in 
my choice moving 
forward.



The Provider Experience
Who are we working with across the experience?
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Contracting and Set Up

Welcome

Provide Care
Determine Coverage 

and Cost

Communication and Reporting

I want the contracting 
and credentialing 
process to be completed 
as quickly and easily as 
possible

I want to 
understand how 
the carrier and 
plans work so I can 
follow the rules and 
have access to help 
when I need it

I want accurate 
and complete 
information about 
my patient’s 
coverage and 
benefits

I need referrals and 
authorizations to be 
easy to submit and 
approved quickly

Get Paid

I need to be paid 
accurately and on 
time



What We Learned
Across Constituent Experiences
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Divisional Execution
Each business area focuses on its 

piece of the process – blinders are 

often in full force

Internal Perspective
We often lack an understanding of 

the real experience of our external 

partners and customers

Inconsistent Execution
Customers and other partners can 

get different information depending 

on the source or channel they use

Lack of Automation
We rely on manual processes and 

workarounds, causing delays, 

inconsistencies and lack of 

transparency

Multitude of Metrics
We measure, measure, measure 

but don’t pull the metrics together 

into a meaningful picture of what 

works and what doesn’t

Misaligned Priorities
Teams may be doing redundant 

work or even working in conflict



Moving Forward
The Experience Won’t Fix Itself



Moving Beyond Moments
Now what?

A

I	think	I	need	
insurance

C

I	want	to	
understand	the	

care

B

I	just	bought	
insurance

D

I	have	a	
medical	

decision	to	
make

E

I	need	
immediate	care
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What is our desired outcome?

How will we measure our efforts?

Are interactions usable and useful?

Are we helping instill confidence in our members? What operational areas support this?



Introducing Journeys
Framework for alignment
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A

I	think	I	need	
insurance

C

I	want	to	
understand	the	

care

B

I	just	bought	
insurance

D

I	have	a	
medical	

decision	to	
make

E

I	need	
immediate	care

ENROLLMENT EXPERIENCE GET AND PAY FOR CARE

MANAGE MY HEALTH

RESOLVE PROBLEMS OR GET HELP



Getting and Paying for Care
From finding care to understanding what you owe
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Influencers
How do we include providers and 

caregivers as appropriate in the design 

of this journey?

Business Objectives
How do we measure how well we are 

lowering the cost of care?

Useful and Usable Interactions
How can we balance controlling the cost 

of care with making things understandable 

for members and providers?

Driving Digital
How do we deliver information 

efficiently and accurately across 

platforms and interfaces?



Managing My Health
Helping members when faced with health conditions or situations
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Influencers
How do we include providers and 

caregivers as appropriate in the design 

of this journey?

Business Objectives
What is our desired outcome, and how will 

we measure it?

Useful and Usable Interactions
How can we engage with our members 

and partners with empathy during difficult 

times?

Driving Digital
How do we deliver information 

efficiently and accurately across 

platforms and interfaces?



Enrollment Experience
From discovery through selection and purchase
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Influencers
How do we support member enrollment 

through brokers, healthcare.gov, and 

employer groups?

Business Objectives
What is our desired outcome across 

lines of business, and how will we 

measure it?

Useful and Usable Interactions
How do we make sure that each 

interaction works regardless of 

channel?

Driving Digital
How do we deliver information 

efficiently and accurately across 

platforms and interfaces?



Resolving Problems and Getting Help
Supporting customers and partners easily and effectively
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Actors
How do we support different actors 

across different journeys and across 

multiple channels?

Business Objectives
What is our desired, and how will we 

measure it?

Useful and Usable Interactions
How do we make sure that each 

interaction works regardless of channel?

Driving Digital
How do we deliver information efficiently 

and accurately across platforms and 

interfaces?



Monitor and Measure
Toward a Common Understanding 



Introducing a CX Index
What do we know and what does it mean?
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The customer experience index (CX index) helps us understand effort, satisfaction, and effectiveness in 

the context of interactions and journeys and across the full experience

Leverage our customer understanding: what do we know? 

• Collect qualitative feedback about customers’ interactions

• Analyze unstructured data for insights

• Analyze analytics to identify patterns and trends in behavior

• Conduct open-ended qualitative research to deepen understanding

• Consolidate what we know into a single artifact (e.g. design personas)

Align our measures along interactions, journeys and overall experience: what does it mean?

• Measure customers’ overall perception of core journeys

• Measure events and attributes of customer interactions (e.g. hold time, digital usage)

• Measure how well actual experiences match our desired state

• Design reports and other communications to be useful and usable

• Report metrics to appropriate governing bodies to inform ongoing decisions



Organizing Customer Feedback
No one source is enough
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A

I	think	I	need	
insurance

C

I	want	to	
understand	the	

care

B

I	just	bought	
insurance

D

I	have	a	
medical	

decision	to	
make

E

I	need	
immediate	care

ENROLLMENT EXPERIENCE GET AND PAY FOR CARE

MANAGE MY HEALTH

RESOLVE PROBLEMS OR GET HELP

How easy or hard is it for our customers to accomplish something?

How satisfied are our customers?

How much value or use do they get?



Calculating a CX Index
Effort + Satisfaction + Usefulness
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Discover Shop & Buy Use & Renew

I think I need insurance I just bought insurance

I want to understand 

the care It’s time to renew
I have a medical 

decision to make

I need 

immediate care

ENROLLMENT EXPERIENCE GET AND PAY FOR CARE

RESOLVE PROBLEMS/GET HELP

MANAGE MY HEALTH

• Effort: How easy or hard is it to use your plan/work with BCBS?
• Enjoyability/satisfaction: How satisfied are you with your plan/with BCBS?
• Usefulness: How much value do you get from your plan/from BCBS?

• Effort: How easy or hard is it to enroll in coverage?
• Enjoyability/satisfaction: How satisfied are you with 

your choice/with BCBS?

• Usefulness: How much value do you get from your 
plan/from BCBS?

• Effort: How easy or hard is it to work with a 
nurse/with a program?

• Enjoyability/satisfaction: How satisfied are you with 

the nurse/the program?
• Usefulness: How much value do you get from the 

nurse/the program?

• Effort: How easy or hard is it to 
find and get care? To understand 
cost?

• Enjoyability/satisfaction: How 
satisfied are you with the 

care/your coverage?
• Usefulness: How much value do 

you get from the care/your 

coverage?

• Effort: How easy or hard is it to get help?
• Enjoyability/satisfaction: How satisfied are you with the 

help you received?

• Usefulness: How much value do you get from customer 
service/self-service tools?



Understanding Effort and CX Index – Example
Check provider network
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Get and Pay for Care
Check coverage

Check provider network

Get cost estimate

Get referral

Make appointment

Get care

Go to pharmacy

Receive EOB

Pay provider bill

• Effort: How easy or hard is it to determine what network(s) your 

doctor is part of? 

• Enjoyability/satisfaction: How satisfied are you with the network 

information that you found for your doctor? 

• Usefulness: How useful is the network information that you found 

for your doctor? 

SOURCES ACROSS CHANNELS – INTERACTIONS

[PHONE] Call reason(s) - tells us why the member called… to check network status of a provider

Post-call survey – TBD – focus and specific questions used are unknown, but available. 

Clarabridge sentiment – tells us the emotional level of the conversation for this specific interaction. Assuming phone channel 

surveys include overall BCBS relationship level questions, we have the ability to determine the impact of this transaction upon 

the relationship. 

[DIGITAL] Site traffic/usage – average number of page views for provider profiles and time on page

ForeSee survey – effort, satisfaction and usefulness of overall self service experience and task specific with task 

accomplishment, reasons for inability to accomplish, and qualitative descriptions of the task/experience. 

OpinionLab feedback – digital page specific transaction experience.

Call reason(s) – in the event of channel jumping track digital to phone use and vice versa - TBD

Clarabridge sentiment - tells us the emotional level of the members digital “conversation” for this specific interaction (NLP 

and semantic analysis). Assuming surveys include overall BCBS relationship level questions, we have the ability to determine 

the impact of this digital transaction upon the overall relationship. 

Interaction:
Member 

checks to see 
if providers 

(general 
practice & 

specialist) are 
included in 
network.

The member need is 

to verify a chosen 

provider is in a 

particular network 

before enrolling in a 

plan or prior to a 

visit.
(define what information 

BCBS wants to convey 

to member regarding 

this information.)

Questions should remain consistent across channels.



Questions?



Thank you!


